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Abstract—Passenger vehicles fueled by hydrocarbons or alco-
hols and powered by proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells
address world air quality and fuel supply concerns while avoiding
hydrogen infrastructure and on-board storage problems. Reduc-
tion of the carbon monoxide concentration in the on-board fuel
processor’s hydrogen-rich gas by the preferential oxidizer (PrOx)
under dynamic conditions is crucial to avoid poisoning of the PEM
fuel cell’s anode catalyst and thus malfunction of the fuel-cell
vehicle. A dynamic control scheme is proposed for a single-stage
tubular cooled PrOx that performs better than, but retains the
reliability and ease of use of, conventional industrial controllers.
The proposed hybrid control system contains a cerebellar model
articulation controller artificial neural network in parallel with
a conventional proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller.
A computer simulation of the preferential oxidation reactor was
used to assess the abilities of the proposed controller and compare
its performance to the performance of conventional controllers.
Realistic input patterns were generated for the PrOx by using
models of vehicle power demand and upstream fuel-processor
components to convert the speed sequences in the Federal Urban
Driving Schedule to PrOx inlet temperatures, concentrations,
and flow rates. The proposed hybrid controller generalizes well
to novel driving sequences after being trained on other driving
sequences with similar or slower transients. Although it is similar
to the PID in terms of software requirements and design effort,
the hybrid controller performs significantly better than the PID in
terms of hydrogen conversion setpoint regulation and PrOx outlet
carbon monoxide reduction.

Index Terms—Cerebellar model arithmetic computers, control
systems, digital control, fuel cells, learning control systems, neural
networks, neurocontrollers, power system control, road vehicles.

I. INTRODUCTION

OF THE alternatives to conventional internal-combustion
engine vehicles, fuel-cell vehicles are seen by many as

the most viable because of their high efficiency, low emissions,
compatibility with renewable fuels, and potential for compa-
rable performance and cost to current internal-combustion-en-
gine vehicles [1]. The fuel cell is an electrochemical device in
which a fuel (usually hydrogen gas) and an oxidant (usually
oxygen) react in a controlled manner to produce dc electricity
and water [2]. The fuel-cell type being considered most seri-
ously for automotive applications is the proton-exchange mem-
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brane1 fuel cell (PEMFC) because of its high efficiency, high
power density, low operating temperature, long life, and ability
to tolerate air—as opposed to requiring pure oxygen.

Instead of carrying gaseous hydrogen on vehicles, fuel-cell
developers are exploring on-board fuel processors (see Fig. 1),
which convert a hydrogen-containing fuel—such as methanol,
ethanol, or gasoline—into a hydrogen-rich gas. These fuels are
easier to store and distribute than hydrogen gas, and fuels such
as gasoline have a production and distribution infrastructure al-
ready in place. However, a major concern when operating proton
exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells on the hydrogen-rich gas
from a fuel processor is the poisoning of the fuel cell’s anode
catalyst, and thus the degradation of vehicle performance, by
carbon monoxide. The gas stream or “reformate” from a fuel
processor contains hydrogen, carbon dioxide, water, and carbon
monoxide. Care must be taken to reduce the carbon monoxide
level in the gas to only a few parts per million before it en-
ters the fuel cell. In an on-board fuel processor, the final carbon
monoxide cleanup step is performed by a relatively new cat-
alytic reactor called the preferential oxidizer2 (PrOx) [3]–[5].

The PrOx is a plug flow reactor in which a few volume
percent of oxygen (in air) mixes with the reformate and a noble
metal catalyst promotes the exothermic oxidation reaction
of carbon monoxide to carbon dioxide. Because of carbon
monoxide’s affinity for adsorption onto noble metals, the
oxidation of CO is preferred over that of H. However, the
rate of hydrogen oxidation increases as the CO concentration
in the reformate dwindles. The presence of carbon dioxide,
hydrogen, and heat in the PrOx presents challenges to CO
removal due to theproduction of CO at high temperatures
through the endothermic “reverse-shift” reaction of COwith
H . The PrOx reactions and temperature, and thus its CO
removal ability, can be controlled by varying the amount of air
injected into the PrOx. The air settings that result in the lowest
PrOx outlet CO concentrations while minimizing the oxidation
or loss of H are difficult to determine during dynamic fuel
processor operation because they vary nonlinearly with reactor
design, catalyst loading and activity, heat exchange conditions,
and properties of the entering reformate. However, precise
control of the PrOx is crucial to the performance and life of the
fuel cell and thus the entire fuel-cell vehicle.

It is likely that the first-generation PrOx control systems will
consist of either a fixed lookup table for open-loop control or a
closed-loop or feedback proportional-integral-derivative (PID)
controller with gain scheduling. A significant amount of data

1Also called the solid polymer electrolyte fuel cell and polymer electrolyte
membrane fuel cell.

2Also known as a selective oxidizer or SelOx.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of a fuel cell vehicle with an on-board fuel processor.

from dynamic PrOx operation, which simulates the conditions
in a driving vehicle, will be needed to determine the appropriate
PrOx controller settings. Although these conventional control
methods may require considerable initial design and calibra-
tion time, they are popular in industry due to their general re-
liability, effectiveness, low-cost hardware, and ease of use by
technicians with minimal technical knowledge [6]. However, the
complexity and nonlinearity of the PrOx dynamics may pose
obstacles to desired controller performance. Controllers based
on empirical correlations and/or assumptions of linearity may
not perform well with time-varying reactor characteristics (such
as catalyst activity, heat transfer effectiveness, and sensor bias),
changing environmental conditions, imprecisely known param-
eters, or sudden jumps in operating regime.

In order to better insure acceptable PrOx performance, the
shortcomings of the traditional automotive control methods de-
scribed above must be overcome. What is needed is a PrOx con-
trol system that can adjust to both slow process changes and fast
process transients and that requires minimal calibration, tuning,
anda priori knowledge of the process. In addition, in order to
be accepted and utilized by industry, the PrOx controller must
also retain the desirable characteristics of current commercial
controllers: reliability, low cost, and ease of use.

The overall objective of this paper is to demonstrate the
utility and advantages of artificial neural networks over
conventional methods in controlling complex thermal and
chemical systems, such as the small-scale, transient preferential
oxidation reactor described above. To augment the overview of
fuel processors and fuel processing given in the introduction,
the dynamics of PrOx operation are described in more detail.
The proposed PrOx control system—a hybrid configuration
that contains both a PID controller and a cerebellar model
articulation controller (CMAC) neural network—is introduced.
The choice of feedback variable, neural network inputs, and
controller parameters is then discussed. Finally, the response of
the hybrid controller to novel input sequences is observed, and
the performance of the hybrid controller is compared to that of
conventional control methods.

II. PrOx DYNAMICS AND CONTROL

Before providing more detail on the PrOx, it is appropriate
to understand the other components in fuel-processing systems.
Fuel processors for PEM fuel cell vehicles contain a number of

chemical reactors that act in series to extract the hydrogen from
a hydrogen-containing fuel and reduce the carbon monoxide in
the resulting hydrogen-rich reformate (see Fig. 1). In the first
fuel-processor reactor, the majority of the fuel is catalytically
converted into hydrogen. The reactor is called asteam reformer
if the fuel conversion reaction requires the addition of water and
a partial oxidation reactor if the fuel conversion reaction re-
quires the addition of oxygen. Some fuel processors may use a
combination of both types of reactors, depending on the type of
fuel. The second major fuel processor reactor is called theshift
reactor, in which carbon monoxide and water react over a cat-
alyst to produce hydrogen and carbon dioxide through the shift
reaction. The shift reactor has the double benefit of reducing
the reformate’s carbon monoxide concentration while raising
its hydrogen concentration. The final fuel processor reactor, the
preferential oxidation reactor, is described in the next section
in more detail.3

Preferential oxidation poses one of the most interesting and
challenging control problems in fuel processors for fuel-cell ve-
hicles [7]. As the crucial final gas cleanup step before the fuel
cell, the PrOx must respond quickly and accurately to transients
in reformate temperature, flow rate,andcompositioncausedboth
by changes in the power requirements of the vehicle and “noise”
from the upstream chemical processes. The objective of prefer-
ential oxidation is to remove from the gas stream as much carbon
monoxideandas littlehydrogenaspossible [3].ThePrOxparam-
eters thathave thegreatest influenceon theCOremovaleffective-
ness are the reactor length, catalyst type, catalyst loading, reactor
temperature,andoxygenconcentration [4].The first threeparam-
eters are essentially fixed by the PrOx reactor design, whereas
the last two provide a means to control the PrOx in dynamic op-
eration. The following paragraphs summarize PrOx chemical ki-
netics, sensitivity to temperature and inlet oxygen concentration,
response times, and controller specifications.

A. PrOx Chemistry

The key chemical reaction in the PrOx is the oxidation of CO
to CO . However, two other reactions also occur in the reactor:
the oxidation of H to H O and the reverse water–gas shift re-
action in which CO and H react to form HO and CO. The re-
action rates depend nonlinearly on both reactant concentrations

3A more detailed description of all of the fuel-processor reactors may be
found in [22].
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and temperature and are tightly coupled with one another due to
the exothermicity of the oxidation reactions. Thus, certain com-
binations of PrOx temperature and air injection rate canincrease
rather than reduce the CO concentration in the reformate.

The temperatures at the PrOx inlet and along the length of
the catalyst bed have a significant effect on the extent of CO re-
moval by determining the rates of the oxidation and reverse shift
reactions. Because the reactor is of the plug flow type with a
short residence time (rather than a batch or recirculating reactor
with minimal through flow) and relatively high reaction rates,
PrOx performance is dominated by reaction kinetics rather than
by equilibrium [8]. If the temperature in the PrOx is too low,
CO adsorbs onto the catalyst, but its oxidation is too slow to
effect complete conversion before the gas stream exits the re-
actor. If the temperature in the PrOx is too high, most of the CO
is completely oxidized near the entrance of the reactor, and the
oxidation rate of H increases due to the decreased adsorption
strength of CO onto the catalyst. The oxidation of most of the
CO in a small section of the reactor is accompanied by rapid
heat release, which, if not removed along the reactor, causes an
increase in reaction rates. The segment of the reactor in which
this rapid heat release occurs is called the “light-off” region [4].
The high temperatures in the light-off region promote the re-
verse shift and Hoxidation kinetics and thus increase the CO
concentration and Hloss downstream of the light-off region.

The amount of air injected into the reformate that enters the
PrOx reactor influences the oxidation reaction rates (through the
concentrations of the reactants) and the amount of Hthat can
be consumed in the post-light-off zone. It has been shown that
due to the short residence times in the PrOx, between two and
eight times the stoichiometric amount of oxygen—one mole O
to two moles CO—is needed in order to completely oxidize the
CO [3], [9]. If too little air is injected into the PrOx, the rate
of CO oxidation and/or the amount of oxygen available is too
low to completely convert the CO before the reformate leaves
the reactor. If too much air is injected, the majority of the CO
is oxidized quickly, and there exists a long post-light-off zone,
which exhibits the undesirable characteristics described above.

Limited published data exist that characterize the transient
behavior of PrOx reactors. A kinetic analysis of an adiabatic
PrOx by Birdsell and Vanderborgh predicted that with proper air
injection control, startup from 20C could be achieved in 40
s, and transients from a large step change in air injection would
settle out in 25 s with relatively little change in the outlet CO
concentration during that time [4]. A description of reactor in-
stability given by General Motors in a report concerning their
project on fuel-cell systems for transportation applications im-
plies that the time it takes the PrOx to respond to changes in op-
erating conditions is well below 3 min, as predicted by Birdsell
and Vanderborgh’s computer model [5]. In considering the short
PrOx residence times,4 fast reaction rates, high reaction exother-
micity, and relatively small reactor size and thermal mass, it
makes intuitive sense that the PrOx’s chemical response time
is on the order of seconds or, at most, tens of seconds.

4From the data given in [9] on reactor size, void fraction, and gas velocity,
the residence time is calculated as on the order of 0.1–1.0 s.

B. PrOx Control Requirements

The PrOx control requirements are determined by the needs
of the fuel cell, knowledge of PrOx behavior, and expected PrOx
operating conditions. As mentioned previously, the goal of the
PrOx controller is to reduce the carbon monoxide concentration
in the reformate to levels at or below the PEMFC anode poi-
soning threshold while keeping the hydrogen consumption, and
subsequent loss in energy flow, to a minimum. Active control
of PrOx performance is commonly done by varying the inlet air
flow rate [3]–[5], [9]. This paper adopts the specifications of
[5] in which the fuel-cell anode requires an inlet CO concentra-
tion of 20 ppm or below. Reliability and safety dictate upper
limits on the PrOx temperature, rate of temperature change,
and maximum air injection. For example, the molar ratio of air
to hydrogen must not exceed 1/6 (or 10% air by volume in a
gas stream that contains 60% H) [10], which corresponds to
one-half the value of the upper flammability limit of hydrogen
in air [11]. The PrOx controller must respond in an accurate and
timely way to short- and long-term variations in process condi-
tions and parameters. Short-term variations in PrOx conditions
are caused by changes in required vehicle power, environmental
characteristics, and fast variations in upstream reactor perfor-
mance. Longer term factors that affect PrOx operation include
loss of catalyst activity in fuel-processor reactors, deposits on or
corrosion of equipment, and drift in sensor and actuator calibra-
tion. Thus, the PrOx controller must have fast response times as
well as a means to evolve from initial factory settings.

III. STRUCTURE AND DESIGN OF THEPROPOSEDPrOx
CONTROL SYSTEM

The challenging requirements of dynamic PrOx control are
well matched to the capabilities of artificial neural networks
(ANNs). ANNs are algorithms modeled after the highly par-
allel and interconnected structure of neurons in the brain. They
are essentially nonlinear function approximators that determine
relationships between their inputs and outputs through interac-
tions with the system and the environment, rather than relying
on predetermined system models or othera priori information.
ANNs can also generalize, that is, map similar inputs to similar
outputs when presented with novel or previously unknown in-
puts [12].

Most types of ANNs have a fixed structure or general
input–output framework and incorporate a set of adjustable
weights or values. The learning process involves the adjustment
of the weights so that the network more closely approximates
the desired functional relationship. When implemented as
controllers, ANNs can use standard hardware and may require
less initial design time than traditional controllers. ANNs may
be employed in a feedforward capacity, resulting in a predictive
or anticipatory control scheme that responds more quickly than
traditional reactive feedback control methods.

IV. THE CEREBELLAR MODEL ARTICULATION CONTROLLER

The type of ANN chosen for PrOx control is the cerebellar
model articulation controller5 . The CMAC is essentially an

5Also referred to as a cerebellar model arithmetic computer.
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Fig. 2. CMAC generalization in the association memory.

adaptive self-calibrating lookup table with continuous inputs
and outputs. Unlike popular ANNs such as the backpropagation
network, the CMAC is based on a sequence of memory and data
mappings rather than interconnected neurons. The mappings
transform a real continuous input vector into a real continuous
output vector. Theinput vectoris the collection of inputs, such
as the desired plant output and sensory information from the
plant, at a particular instant in time.

The firstCMACmapping transformsacontinuous inputvector
into a discrete input vector. This is accomplished by establishing
the range (the minimum and maximum) anddiscretizationor
quantization width(precision) of each input dimension. If a par-
ticular input ranges between zero and ten and has a discretiza-
tion width of 0.5, then any continuous value of that input will be
mapped tooneof20discrete inputvalues. If thereareindividual
inputs, then the input vector is-dimensional and the input space
can be conceptualized as an-dimensional hypercube. Each dis-
crete input vector corresponds to a single point or location in the
multidimensional input space.

The second CMAC mapping compresses the input space and
reduces the memory size needed to store information for all pos-
sible input combinations. The mapping transforms a discrete
input vector—i.e., a location in input space—into exactlyloca-
tions or addresses in theconceptualorassociation memory. This
integer is called thegeneralization parameterand effectively
determines the size of an input space “neighborhood,” which
shares the same memory locations in the association memory. In
the limiting case that (i.e., no generalization), the CMAC
structure is that of a conventional lookup table. Thememory
locations that correspond to a particular input vector are said to
beactivatedby that input vector, and the CMAC output value is
formed by summing the values of theactivated weights. This
second mapping is the defining CMAC mapping, in that it con-
verts distance between input vectors into the degree of overlap
between sets of addresses in memory.

Fig. 2 shows the concept of generalization for a CMAC with a
two-dimensional input vector, six quantization widths per input,
and a generalization parameter of three. The input space has a
total of locations and is overlaid by the three asso-
ciation memory layers. Each location in an association memory
layer corresponds to more than one location in the input space.

Layer 3 has four memory locations that intersect the input space,
whileLayers1and2havenineactivatablememorylocationseach.
The occupied location in the input space (the filled square) acti-
vates the three square shaded regions in the association memory
(some regions are cut off due to the input space boundary). No-
tice that if the occupied location in the input space were moved
one quantization width to the right (i.e., if input 2 increased), the
shaded association memory locations would still be activated but
the striped one would not.

As with many other neural networks, the CMAC’s weights
are adjusted via gradient descent so as to minimize the least
mean square output error. For a single-output CMAC, the mean-
square output error and its derivative with respect to an activated
weight are ( network output, output error, th
activated weight)

(1)

Notice that the derivative of the mean-square output error with
respect to anactivatedweight depends only on the activated
weight values, and the derivative is thesamewith respect to all
of the weight values. Thus, the gradient descent weight update
rule is

(2)

where is the learning rate or gradient descent step size (
). Only the activated weight values are updated. Because

weights contribute to the output calculation, each weight update
is divided by . For a multiple-output CMAC, (1) and (2) above
hold for the weight set connected to each output. Compared with
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training algorithms for many other types of neural networks,
CMAC training is computationally simple.

The CMAC has many benefits over other types of neural net-
works for transient control applications. Its simple output and
weight update calculations and its property of local generaliza-
tion result in fast learning convergence in comparison to other
ANNs. Local generalization means that learning or weight ad-
justment in one region of the input space does not affect or
disrupt what has already been learned in distant regions of the
input space. Thus, CMAC precision and stability are less sensi-
tive than other neural networks (such as the popular back-prop-
agation network) to the sequence and type of training data with
which it is presented [13]. For an on-line learning situation such
as PrOx control, in which there may be little or no choice of
training sequence, these qualities are clearly advantageous.

A. The PrOx Controller Hybrid Configuration

The controller chosen in this study for the PrOx contains a
PID controller in parallel with a CMAC. In this “hybrid” PrOx
control system, the total control signal—the amount of air6 in-
jected into the reactor—is the sum of the CMAC and PID out-
puts, and the strengths of both controller types are utilized. The
CMAC serves in a feedforward role to respond immediately to
PrOx input variations. The conventional PID controller serves in
a feedback role to correct PrOx output errors and maintain ac-
ceptable PrOx performance while the CMAC learns [14]–[17].

Like a well-calibrated lookup table, a properly trained CMAC
instantly produces the correct air injection rate when conditions
affecting the PrOx outlet carbon monoxide concentration (such
as inlet concentrations, temperatures, and flow rates) change.
The CMAC learns or “memorizes” the appropriate air injection
rates for various operating regimes through training, which min-
imizes the output of the PID and thus the PrOx output error. Note
that the CMAC does not mimic the PID; rather it uses the PID
output as a measure of the PrOx’s performance [14]. When the
PID output is zero, the PrOx output error is also zero—an indi-
cation that the PrOx is performing as desired.

B. Hybrid Control System Feedback

Because the overriding goal of the PrOx is to reduce the refor-
mate carbon monoxide level to 20 ppm or below, an ideal PrOx
output or feedback variable is the concentration of CO exiting
the PrOx. However, there currently exists no small, inexpensive,
and robust carbon monoxide sensor that measures down to parts
per million in the presence of high temperatures and H, H O,
and CO [10]. Instead, the percentage ofhydrogenconverted or
oxidized across the PrOx7 is used for control system feedback.8

conversion

concentrations on a molar or volumetric basis (3)

6The quantity of air is measured as a volume percentage of the original refor-
mate flow rather than as an absolute mass or molar flow rate.

7The H2 conversion measurement is normalized for dilution by the injected
air.

8Current H sensors have accuracies in the range of 3–5% and response times
of 1–5 s [10]. Other H2 sensors that improve the dynamic range, response time,
and reliability of current sensors are under development [18]

It was found through both experimental data [9], [3] and com-
puter simulation [5] that the Hconversioncorrelates directly
and instantaneouslyto the PrOx outlet CO concentration for a
wide range of inlet conditions. There appears to be a threshold
for hydrogen conversion above which the CO conversion is at
its maximum for a given set of flow conditions. Intuitively, as
long as the PrOx catalyst maintains its selectivity toward oxi-
dizing CO rather than H, successful conversion or depletion of
CO should be guaranteed by conversion of a certain amount of
the entering hydrogen. For the modeled PrOx used in this study
(described in the next section), the optimal hydrogen conversion
across the reactor is 1.5%. This level affords a suitable outlet
CO conversion without excessive Hloss throughout the range
of gas flow rates.

Because it takes time for the reactants to flow from the PrOx
inlet to the outlet (i.e., theresidence timeof the reactor for a
particular gas flow rate), there is an inherent delay and non-
minimum phase response9 in the hydrogen conversion measure-
ment. In order to provide control system feedback with reason-
able response characteristics, the hydrogen conversion feedback
variable is taken as a moving average of the hydrogen conver-
sion measurements whose period depends on the reformate flow
rate through the reactor.10 A detailed schematic of the PrOx hy-
brid control system is shown in Fig. 3.

C. The PrOx Computer Model: A Tool for Controller
Development

Because preferential oxidation reactors are still undergoing
development, it was not possible to use actual PrOx hardware
to design and test the PrOx hybrid controller described in this
study. Instead, a computer model of the PrOx was used. The
computer model was developed by the Delphi Automotive Di-
vision of General Motors (GM) with Boeing’s EASY5 engi-
neering analysis software. It is a mechanistic model of a cooled
tubular PrOx reactor based on physical principles and calibrated
with empirical data.

In order to provide the PrOx model with realistic inputs cor-
responding to normal vehicle driving, a computer simulation11

of the upstream fuel processor reactors (burner, steam reformer,
and shift reactor) was used in conjunction with estimates of ve-
hicle power demand from the Federal Urban Driving Schedule
(FUDS) [19]. The power demand was converted into a corre-
sponding mass flow rate into the fuel processor, which, when
used as an input to the fuel-processor computer model, pro-
duced a time-varying sequence of PrOx inlet conditions (refor-
mate temperature, coolant temperature, pressure, flow rate, and
composition). See Fig. 4 for the FUDS-derived PrOx inlet re-
formate mass flow rate sequence.

The PrOx inputs generated by the upstream fuel-processor
model and FUDS should be suitable for testing PrOx control

9That is, in response to a step change in PrOx inlet conditions, the Hcon-
version initially moves away, rather than toward, the new steady-state valve of
H conversion.

10In retrospect, a simple first-order filter could have provided the same
amount of smoothing as the moving average, but with somewhat less phase lag
and lower memory requirements.

11Developed by the Delphi Automotive Division of GM for their Mark III
fuel processor, as described in [5].
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Fig. 3. Detailed schematic of the PrOx hybrid control system.

Fig. 4. Reformer inlet mass flow rate for FUDS power demand.

systems. The relationships between the input temperatures, con-
centrations, and flow rates are based on scientific principles and
empirical correlations. In addition, the transient inlet conditions
resulting from the FUDS are probably at least as rigorous as
the transients that will be encountered in actual fuel-cell vehicle
fuel processors.12 Actual fuel processors may not have to follow
vehicle load exactly, but instead may have limited ramp-up and
ramp-down rates, as a battery may provide or store extra power
as needed.

D. Choice of PID Gains

The gains for the PID in the PrOx hybrid controller were
chosen so that the system step response in the PrOx computer
model is essentially critically damped throughout the range of
inlet gas flow rates. These gains may be somewhat conservative
because under normal operation, it is likely that the PrOx in-
puts will change with a finite slope rather than stepwise. Due
to the change in lag time between the PrOx inlet and outlet
with a change in reactor residence time or flow rate, a family
of gains—again schedule—based on gas flow rate through the
reactor was used [22]. The derivative gain remains the same
throughout the range of flow rates, while the proportional and

12The FUDS requires a ramp-up from zero to full power in under 10 s.

integral gains approximately double over the expected range.
The PID is implemented with a sampling period of 100 ms.

E. Choice of CMAC Inputs and Parameters

Like the PID controller, the CMAC requires the user to
choose its input(s) and various controller and training parame-
ters: the input quantization widths, generalization parameter,
and learning rate. The choice of CMAC parameters depends
somewhat on the specific plant and control task at hand but is
also somewhat arbitrary [15], [17], [20]. “The reader should
not be too alarmed,” assure Brown and Harris in [17], “as ex-
perimental evidence indicates that most reasonable [parameter]
choices give acceptable results” [17, p. 280].

The CMAC inputs were chosen as those uncontrolled but
measurable PrOx inputs that have the most effect on PrOx per-
formance. Based on insight into PrOx behavior and short (less
than 15 simulation minutes) training sessions on the PrOx model
using a hybrid controller with various inputs, the best input com-
bination was found to be the PrOx inlet reformate flow rate, inlet
carbon monoxide concentration, and inlet coolant temperature.
This combination affords more accurate setpoint tracking and a
smoother CMAC output than the other input combinations [22];
i.e., the PrOx is more controllable and stable. Like a lookup
table, minimum and maximum values must also be specified
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF CMAC CHARACTERISTICS FOR THEPrOx HYBRID CONTROLLER

for each CMAC input. The CMAC inputs andinput rangesare
listed in Table I.

Each CMAC input range is divided or quantized into a finite
number of discrete parts. Thequantization widthfor each
CMAC input effectively determines the precision of the CMAC
in distinguishing between numerically close input values. A
finely quantized input (i.e., small quantization widths) may
allow a more accurate CMAC input–output mapping, but it
requires more memory and possibly more training time than a
coarsely quantized input. The quantization widths for the PrOx
hybrid controller were chosen to be slightly smaller than the
maximum error of the input sensors—i.e., as small as is prac-
tical. Upon comparison with a CMAC having twice the chosen
quantization widths, the CMAC with the chosen quantization
widths demonstrated a lower hydrogen conversion error with
minimal additional training time [22]. The quantization width
for each CMAC input is shown in Table I.

A CMAC’s generalization parameter (an integer), deter-
mines the size of an input space “neighborhood” that shares the
same memory locations. The CMAC output is formed by sum-
ming exactly activated memory locations, so CMAC learning
becomes less local or isolated as the generalization parameter
increases. A CMAC with a large generalization parameter has
faster initial learning, a smaller memory, and a smoother output,
but possibly more steady-state error than the same CMAC with
a small generalization parameter. A CMAC with a generaliza-
tion parameter of one has the structure of a conventional lookup
table. The generalization parameterfor the PrOx hybrid con-
troller was chosen as 24. This degree of generalization affords
a 250-fold savings in memory locations over a conventional
lookup table with the same number of inputs and input quan-
tization widths. In addition, a generalization of 24 adequately
captures the complex PrOx input–output relation and provides
a smoother PrOx air injection command and lower hydrogen
conversion error than CMACs with smaller generalization pa-
rameters [22].13

13CMAC controllers with generalizations of one, eight, and 16 were used for
comparison.

F. The CMAC Training Algorithm

The training algorithm chosen to adjust a CMAC neural
network’s weights determines how accurately and quickly
the network learns the desired input–output relationship.
When a neural network is in parallel with a conventional
feedback controller—as is the case with the PrOx hybrid
control system—the network weights are commonly adjusted
based on the difference between the total control signal and the
neural network output [14]–[17]. This training method serves
to minimize the output of the conventional controller. When the
conventional controller is a PID controller, the training method
minimizes the plant output error. Thus, the CMAC weights in
the PrOx hybrid control system are adjusted so as to minimize
the difference between the total air injection command and the
CMAC air injection command. In theory, the CMAC weights
can be trained directly on the PrOx hydrogen conversion
error. However, the PrOx Hconversion error may be a more
oscillatory training signal than the PID output (due to the PID’s
integral term), and it does not offer a direct comparison of the
CMAC output with a desired output (the total air injection) of
the same magnitude.

The standard equation for the previously described CMAC
weight adjustment algorithm is

air air

air (4)

is the learning rate, is an activated weight undergoing ad-
justment, “air” is the air injection command, andis the gener-
alization parameter.

Because the PrOx operates frequently under transient con-
ditions and exhibits delays between its inputs and outputs,
the standard weight adjustment calculation is improved here
to account for such delays. As a feedforward controller, the
CMAC should anticipate the effects of PrOx inputs. However,
its weights are trained by (4) on the instantaneous PID output,
which—due to the PrOx residence time, sensor delay, and
integral action—lagsbehindthe air requirements of the PrOx.
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This difficulty can be overcome by using the current CMAC
output error to train previously activated weights whose loca-
tions have been stored temporarily in memory. Because of the
PrOx system’s inherent delays, the CMAC weights—which
are activated at a particular instant in time and produce an air
injection command—affect the hydrogen conversion, and thus
the PID output, at alater instant in time. Thus, the currently
activated weights should be trained not on the current CMAC
output error, but rather on the CMAC output error that occurs
after the time it takes for a change in PrOx air input to change
the PID output (or the PrOx output). The modification of (4)
that incorporates thedelayed training schemeis

air air

air (5)

The superscripts denote the time at which a weight is activated
or an air input command is generated. The quantityis the
time delay or training delay between weight activation and
weight adjustment. Appropriate training delay times were
found as a function of the PrOx inlet flow rate, and they provide
a significant reduction in PrOx hybrid controller errors over
cases in which the CMAC training delays are fixed or zero
[22]. The schedule of training delay versus flow rate is found
in Table I.

The choice of a neural network’slearning rate is a tradeoff
between initial learning speed and steady-state accuracy. When
the neural network is part of a control system, the learning rate
can also affect system stability. If the learning rate is too large,
the network weights may converge quickly to a minimum-error
solution. However, the plant output errors may be greater than
desired, and the weight and error values may oscillate or even-
tually diverge. If the learning rate is too small, the final range of
plant output errors may be low. However, the network weights
converge very slowly to their final values and are slow to adapt
to changes in the network’s input–output relation.

In order to find an appropriate learning rate for the CMAC
in the PrOx hybrid controller, the closed-loop system perfor-
mance was evaluated for a variety of CMAC learning rates. The
effectiveness of CMAC learning was measured by the speed of
weight convergence (i.e., initial error reduction) and the plant
output error after the weight values converged. A learning rate

of around 0.01 was chosen for the CMAC in the PrOx hybrid
controller because it represents a good compromise between the
speed of learning and long-term network accuracy [22]. To keep
the total control signal as smooth as possible, the CMAC sam-
pling period is set to the PID sampling period of 100 ms. For a
summary of the characteristics of the CMAC in the PrOx hybrid
controller, see Table I.

V. PERFORMANCE OF THECMAC PrOx CONTROL SYSTEM

In order to verify that the hybrid controller is suitable for
on-line control of the PrOx, its ability to perform well when ex-
posed to novel or previously unseen input sequences is tested.
The hybrid controller is then compared to various conventional
controllers.

The performance of the PrOx hybrid controller is evaluated in
terms of its average and maximum hydrogen conversion errors,
average and maximum PrOx outlet CO concentrations, average
CO concentration in excess of 20 ppm, and average PrOx outlet
H concentrationduringagiventestsequence.Thetime-averaged
outlet CO concentration is especially indicative of PrOx perfor-
mance, as the poisoning of the PEM fuel cell’s anode catalyst is
a matter ofaccumulationof CO over time. The average and max-
imumhydrogenconversionerrorsaredirectmeasuresof thePrOx
hybridcontroller’s performance, however,because the controller
is trained solely to reduce the hydrogen conversion error.

A. Tests of CMAC Generalization

An important test of the CMAC in the PrOx hybrid controller
is its ability togeneralizeproperly. Unlike systems with limited,
repetitive behavior (such as a robot arm on an assembly line),
the PrOx is an unsteady dynamic process in which input se-
quences and operating conditions are not often repeated. Thus,
the CMAC in the hybrid PrOx controller must respond accu-
rately to avarietyof input sequences by interpolating or extrap-
olating—i.e., generalizing—when faced with new inputs.

In order to verify the CMAC’s generalization, the CMAC
is trained repeatedly on a particular PrOx input sequence and
then exposed to a different or novel input sequence. The per-
formance of the pretrained CMAC upon first exposure to the
novel input sequence is compared with the performance of both
an untrained CMAC upon first exposure to the novel input se-
quence and a CMAC that has been thoroughly trained on the
novel input sequence. A pretrained CMAC that generalizes well
performs significantly better than an untrained CMAC on a new
input sequence. Unless it encounters many novel input patterns
that activate untrained memory locations, the pretrained CMAC
should perform as well as or nearly as well as a CMAC that has
been thoroughly trained on the new input sequence.

The PrOx input sequences used to test the CMAC’s gener-
alization are shown in Fig. 5.Sequence AandSequence Bare
both reformate flow rate patterns derived from FUDS.Sequence
C corresponds to the PrOx input patterns for a smoothed, slow
ramp-up and ramp-down of the fuel processor’s reformate flow
rate.14

1) Generalization Test I:The first test of the CMAC’s gen-
eralization is to train the CMAC thoroughly on one section of
the FUDS,Sequence A, and then observe its performance on a
different section of the FUDS,Sequence B. The results of this
test indicate to the extent to which the CMAC can generalize
between similar fuel processor flow rate transients.

Figs. 6 and 7 show the performance onSequence Bof hy-
brid controllers with different training histories The hybrid con-
troller in Fig. 6 started with a new15 weight set and was trained
for 15 training cycles (100 min) onSequence B. The controllers

14Recall from the discussion of the PrOx computer model that transients in
the fuel processor’s reformate flow rate are accompanied by transients in the
PrOx inlet temperatures, pressure, and gas composition.

15The CMACs weight values are initialized to 0.25 to give a network output of
6% air—the median air level required for the range of PrOx operating conditions
during the FUDS. By setting the untrained CMAC output at a median level of
air injection, one hopes to avoid restricting CO oxidation by commanding too
little air or oxidizing excessive hydrogen by commanding too much air when
the CMAC encounters novel input patterns that activate untrained weights.
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Fig. 5. PrOx controller training and test sequences.

in Fig. 7 had no previous training onSequence B. One of the
controllers (marked “no training, novel data”) started with new
weights, while the other controller (marked “FUDS training,
novel data”) had previously been trained for 15 cycles (100 min)
on Sequence A. Table II summarizes the controllers’ perfor-
mance and memory requirements.

From Figs. 6 and 7 and Table II, it is concluded that the con-
troller with previous trainingSequence Aperforms better onSe-
quence Bthan the controller with no previous training, but does
not perform better than the controller with extensive training on
Sequence B. Although the mean PrOx outlet CO and Hconcen-

trations are similar for the three cases, the maximum CO concen-
trationandthemeanCOconcentrationover20ppmdecreasewith
increased controller familiarity with the test sequence. The PrOx
outlet CO is essentially the same for the three controllers, except
duringincreasestothehighestflowrates—i.e.,around11and55s.
A significant effect is observed in the measurements of mean and
maximum hydrogen conversion error. The controller previously
trained onSequence Aexhibits average and maximum hydrogen
conversion errors that are 53% and 25% lower, respectively, than
those for the controller with no training. The controller trained
extensively on the test sequence exhibits only one-half of the av-
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Fig. 6. Performance of a PrOx hybrid controller onSequence Bafter 15 training cycles (100 min) onSequence B.

erage and maximum hydrogen conversion errors of the controller
with previous training on FUDSSequence A. Qualitatively, the
shape of the CMAC output of the controller with some previous
training [Fig. 7(c)] looks more like that of the CMAC output of
the controller trained extensively on the test sequence [Fig. 6(c)]
than the untrained CMAC output does.

Fig. 7(e) and (f) helps distinguish between the hydrogen
conversion errors caused by improper generalization and those
caused by unfamiliar input vectors. These figures show the
number of newly activated memory locations for the previously
untrained andSequence A-trained CMACs, respectively. Notice
that the largest hydrogen conversion errors—in particular,
those around 55 s—for the pretrained CMAC occur when the
CMAC encounters unfamiliar inputs and must use untrained
weights. The regions in which the CMAC uses only trained
weights [i.e., the flat segments in Fig. 7(f)] show much smaller
hydrogen conversion errors [Fig. 7(b)], similar to the errors for
the CMAC thoroughly trained on the test sequence [Fig. 6(b)].

In conclusion, a CMAC trained on one FUDS sequence per-
forms, in general, well on a different FUDS sequence that con-
tains similar transients. Large hydrogen conversion errors occur
only when the CMAC encounters new input vectors that require

the use of untrained weights. Thus, the CMAC’s generalization
between PrOx input sequences that contain similar transients
is fairly accurate. Presumably, a CMAC that had been trained
in a fuel-cell vehicle under many different driving scenarios
(i.e., for longer than 400 s) would have encountered all possible
input combinations for the expected fuel-processor transients.
The CMAC should, therefore, generalize sufficiently onboard a
vehicle and not cause large hydrogen conversion errors due to
unfamiliar inputs.

2) Generalization Test II:In the second test of the CMAC’s
generalization, the CMAC is again trained thoroughly onSe-
quence A, and its performance onSequence C—a slow, flow rate
ramp-up and ramp-down—is observed. In this case, the training
segment includes the same range of flow rates as the test seg-
ment, but its transients are about three times faster than in the
test segment. The results of this test reveal the extent to which
air injection levels for fast feed-rate transients are suitable for
slower transients; thus, they reveal how well the CMAC can gen-
eralize from fast to slow flow-rate transients.

Figs. 8 and 9 show the performance onSequence Cof hy-
brid controllers with different training histories. The hybrid con-
troller in Fig. 8 started with a new weight set and had been
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Fig. 7. Performance of PrOx hybrid controllers onSequence Bafter no previous training and after 15 training cycles (100 min) onSequence A.

trained for 40 cycles (47 min) on the test sequence,Sequence
C. The controllers in Fig. 9 had no previous training onSequence
C. One of the controllers (marked “no training, novel data”)
started with new weights, while the other controller (marked
“FUDS training, novel data”) had previously been trained for
15 cycles onSequence A. Table III summarizes the controllers’
performance and memory requirements.

Similar to the results of the first generalization test, the con-
troller with previous training onSequence Aperforms better on
Sequence Cthan the controller with no previous training, but
does not perform as well as the controller with extensive training
on theSequence C.

Except for the average outlet Hconcentration, which is the
same for all three cases, the hybrid controller performance im-
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TABLE II
PERFORMANCEDURING FUDS SEQUENCEB OF HYBRID CONTROLLERS WITHDIFFERENTTRAINING HISTORIES

Fig. 8. Performance of a PrOx hybrid controller duringSequence Cafter 40 training cycles (�47 min) onSequence A.

proves with the relevance of its previous training toSequence
C (see Table III). The controller trained previously onSequence
A exhibits average and maximum hydrogen conversion errors,
which are 45% and 30% lower, respectively, than those for the

controller with no training. The controller trained extensively
on Sequence Cexhibits average and maximum hydrogen con-
version errors that are 75% and 62% lower, respectively, than
those for the controller with previous training onSequence A.
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Fig. 9. Performance of PrOx hybrid controllers duringSequence Cafter no previous training and after 40 training cycles (100 min) onSequence A.

As for the ability of the controllers to reduce the PrOx outlet
CO concentration, the controller trained onSequence Akeeps
the CO concentration at or below 20 ppm while the untrained
controller does not [Fig. 9(d)]. The PrOx outlet CO is initially
lower for the untrained controller than for the other two con-
trollers due to its excessive initial air injection command of

6%. During the flow rate peak around 40 s, however, the ex-
iting CO concentration is the highest for the untrained con-
troller. The average PrOx outlet CO concentration over the dura-
tion of Sequence Cdecreases by almost 1 ppm between the un-
trained and FUDS-trained controller and by 0.5 ppm between
the FUDS-trained and ramp-trained controller. As in the pre-
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TABLE III
PERFORMANCEDURING SEQUENCEC OF HYBRID CONTROLLERS WITHDIFFERENTTRAINING HISTORIES

vious test, the shape of the CMAC output of the controller with
some previous training looks more like the CMAC output of the
extensively trained controller than the untrained CMAC output
does [Fig. 9(c)].

Fig. 9(e) and (f) helps distinguish between the hydrogen
conversion errors caused by improper generalization and those
caused by unfamiliar input vectors. Notice that the largest
hydrogen conversion errors—in particular those around 33 and
43 s—for the FUDS-trained CMAC occur when the neural
network encounters unfamiliar inputs and must use untrained
weights. The regions in which the CMAC uses only trained
weights show smaller hydrogen conversion errors, similar to
the behavior of the well-trained controller in Fig. 8.

In conclusion, a CMAC trained on a FUDS sequence per-
forms well on a flow rate ramp-up and ramp-down that contains
slower transients. The CMAC trained on the first 400 s of the
FUDS requires only 12 new memory locations when exposed
to the slow flow rate ramp. Thus, most of the CMAC input se-
quences exhibited during slow fuel-processor transients are sub-
sets of those required for the faster, vehicle load-following tran-
sients. Furthermore, the CMAC generalizes well on the many
trained input combinations, which are common to both the flow
rate ramp and the first 400 s of the FUDS.

B. Comparison of Artificial Neural Network Hybrid Controller
with Three Conventional Controllers

The preceding sections have shown that the PrOx hybrid
controller with a CMAC neural network can successfully
control the PrOx. However, it is desired to demonstrate that
the proposed controller performsbetter than other controllers,
which would likely be used by industry to control the PrOx
in a fuel-cell vehicle. The most likely competition for the
PrOx hybrid controller is a conventional PID feedback con-
troller with gain scheduling [21]. Like the PID in the PrOx
hybrid controller, the conventional PID controller can use the
measured hydrogen conversion across the PrOx for feedback.
Other conventional controllers with which the hybrid PrOx
controller can be compared are nonfeedback or open-loop
control solutions, such as a single, fixed-air injection level for

all PrOx operating conditions and an air injection level that
is scheduled according to the PrOx inlet reformate flow rate
(i.e., a one-dimensional lookup table). Although these simple,
nonadaptive, open-loop controllers might not be used in actual
production vehicles due to the dynamic operation of the PrOx
and the possibility of systematic changes in fuel-processor
operation, their performance provides a point of reference for
understanding the success of different control strategies.

Before the conventional and hybrid PrOx controllers are com-
pared quantitatively on their abilities to control the PrOx under
dynamic operation, their qualitative properties are compared
(see Table IV). In essence, the proposed neural-network hybrid
PrOx controller requires more memory, computation, and initial
design effort than the three conventional controllers. The com-
putation and initial design effort, however, are not much greater
than those of a PID with gain scheduling, and memory chips
are relatively abundant and inexpensive. Because of its ability to
learn, the hybrid controller offers more accurate control than the
other methods. Although not traditionally familiar with neural
networks, technicians and control engineers should have few
difficulties in using or designing CMACs due to their similarity
to the conventional lookup table. For a complex dynamic system
such as the PrOx whose performance significantly affects that
of the entire fuel-cell vehicle, the relatively small incremental
cost of the potential for improved performance should be easily
justified.

For the quantitative comparison of the controller’s perfor-
mance, the conventional PID uses the same gains as those of
the PID in the hybrid controller. The CMAC in the hybrid con-
troller is configured as described in Table I and is trained on
each input sequence until the average hydrogen conversion error
for the sequence converges. The air injection level chosen for
the fixed-air percent control scheme is 6%. This level is the
lowest that maintains the Hconversion at or above 1.5% for all
flow-rate transients in the first 400 s of the FUDS. The entries
in the air percent versus flow-rate lookup table were obtained
by observations of the air injection required for at least 1.5%
hydrogen conversion during various FUDS flow-rate increases.
Slightly higher air levels are used at the higher reformer flow
rates to ensure against significant CO breakthrough during fast
flow rate increases.
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TABLE IV
QUALITATIVE COMPARISON OFCONVENTIONAL AND HYBRID CONTROLLERS

Fig. 10. Performance comparison of the CMAC hybrid, PID, lookup table, and fixed-air control schemes duringSequence A.

The PrOx inlet sequence used to assess the neural network
hybrid, PID, lookup table, and fixed-air PrOx control schemes
is Sequence A(shown previously in Fig. 5). This PrOx input

sequence covers the full range of expected fuel processor flow
rates and includes a wide variety of input patterns. Figs. 10 and
11 show the H conversion, air injection, and outlet CO profiles
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Fig. 10. (Continued.)Performance comparison of the CMAC hybrid, PID, lookup table, and fixed-air control schemes duringSequence A.

TABLE V
PERFORMANCECOMPARISON OF THEPrOx CONTROLLER CANDIDATES DURING SEQUENCEA

for the different controllers during the FUDS-derived sequence.
Table V shows the controllers’ abilities to reduce the PrOx outlet
CO concentration and Hloss onSequence A.

Figs. 10 and 11 and Table V show that the hybrid controller
that contains a CMAC regulates about the hydrogen conversion

setpoint more accurately than the other controllers;16 its av-
erage and maximum hydrogen conversion errors are only 40%
and 31%, respectively, of those of the PID. The maximum and

16However, regulation about a setpoint is not necessarily the goal of the
open-loop controllers.
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Fig. 11. Performance comparison of the CMAC hybrid, PID, lookup table, and fixed-air control schemes from 180 to 220 s ofSequence A.

mean outlet carbon monoxide and mean hydrogen concentra-
tions for the four controllers are all similar. The fixed-air per-
cent controller achieves the smallest average CO concentration,
but at the expense of the greatest hydrogen loss. The hybrid con-
troller’s average CO concentration is only 1 ppm greater, and its
average hydrogen concentration is 1 vol. % greater than that for
the fixed-air controller.17

As seen in the plot of Hconversion versus time in Fig. 10(b),
the lookup table control scheme performs quite well in terms of
hydrogen conversion error on the first 150 s ofSequence Abut
performs poorly during fast, large flow rate transients. This is
because the lookup table was designed for the nominal operating
conditions at the stable, lower flow rates. At the higher flow
rates, however, the lookup table uses air levels that are somewhat
higher than are required for the nominal conditions onSequence
A so as to avoid carbon monoxide breakthrough for very rapid
flow rate increases. Thus, a lookup table can be used success-
fully for PrOx control when the input conditions and parameters
are known and fixed, but its performance is not guaranteed for

17Whether or not the efficiency gains from such a small increase in hydrogen
outweigh the efficiency losses from such a small increase in carbon monoxide
remains a question for the electrochemists.

widely varying conditions and systematic changes to the PrOx
or upstream reactors.

From the plot of outlet CO versus time in Fig. 10(d), it is
seen that as long as there is enough air in the PrOx to suffi-
ciently oxidize the entering CO, the exiting CO concentration
depends only minimally on the amount of air injected.18 This is
a strange realization, considering the precise control of air level
pursued in this study. Assuming that the computer model does
accurately simulate the PrOx’s quantitative behavior, it is con-
cluded that the outlet CO concentration relies heavily on the en-
tering CO concentration and/or the PrOx coolant temperature,
both of which fluctuate with inlet flow rate. It is important to
control the PrOx air level, however. First, after most of the CO
has been oxidized, the amount of hydrogen oxidized does de-
pend nearly linearly on the amount of air injection into the PrOx.
Thus, it is important to control the air closely in order to reg-
ulate the hydrogen loss. Second, the stability19 of the PrOx to

18This phenomenon breaks down at higher reformate flow rates for which the
residence times are low, and the reactant concentration may play a larger role.

19Reactor stability or PrOx stability refers here to the condition in which the
light-off zone is well inside the reactor and thus cannot easily be partially or
fully “pushed” out of the reactor exit (thereby significantly increasing the outlet
CO concentration) by inlet flow rate transients or other disturbances.
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disturbances and transients depends on the air injection; it is im-
portant to control the air flow in order to keep the reaction zone
from being pushed out of the reactor exit. Third, the heat release
within the PrOx depends on the amount of air injected. Because
the PrOx model used in this study assumes effective, uniform
heat loss along the reactor, differences in temperature (and thus
the reaction rates and activation energy) introduced by different
air levels may not be significant. However, for a PrOx with less
favorable heat transfer conditions, the air injection level may
play a greater role in the magnitude of the outlet CO, especially
at moderate reformate flow rates.

Fig. 11 shows a closeup of the largest flow rate peak in the
input sequence. It is seen that increased or anticipatory air in-
jection by the open-loop controllers before the flow-rate peak
helps to prevent a slight carbon monoxide breakthrough during
the flow-rate peak. This behavior suggests that the outlet carbon
monoxide levels for the feedback controllers could be reduced
at the flow-rate peak by increasing the hydrogen conversion set-
point. Even with identical setpoints, however, the maximum CO
concentration for the hybrid controller is about half that of the
PID controller. This improved behavior is due to the hybrid con-
troller’s feedforward nature, which allows it to anticipate the re-
quired air levels; notice that the hybrid controller air injection
leads the PID air injection.

C. Performance Summary

From the preceding tests, the following conclusions can be
drawn about hybrid controller performance. When the CMAC
in the hybrid controller is trained extensively on one input se-
quence and then tested on a different, novel sequence, the con-
troller performs better on the novel sequence than if it had been
previously untrained. Thus, the CMAC can generalize properly
between different PrOx operating regimes. Initial performance
on novel sequences is somewhat reduced when previously unac-
tivated CMAC weights (i.e., new input combinations) are used
and when the novel input pattern contains more severe transient
behavior than the training pattern. However, the CMAC’s per-
formance on complex input sequences improves with repeated
training.

For nominal fuel-processor operation on both slow and fast
fuel-processor transients, the hybrid controller regulates about
the hydrogen conversion setpoint with at most half the errors of
the PID and much lower errors than the conventional feedfor-
ward controllers. The hybrid controller is also the most efficient
of the four controllers, in that it adheres most closely to the PrOx
controller specifications; it maintains the outlet CO just below
20 ppm while minimizing the loss of hydrogen. Although the
outlet CO concentrations for the fixed air or lookup table con-
trollers are often as low as or lower than those for the hybrid con-
troller, these feedforward methods use more air than the hybrid
controller and cannot adapt to changing PrOx operating condi-
tions. If desired, lower outlet carbon monoxide concentrations
and improved reactor stability—especially during the large re-
formate flow rate transients—can be achieved with the feedback
controllers (i.e., the PID and the hybrid) by increasing the hy-
drogen conversion setpoint.

VI. CONCLUSION

Passenger vehicles fueled by hydrocarbons of PEM fuel
cells address world air-quality and fuel-supply concerns while
avoiding hydrogen infrastructure and on-board storage prob-
lems. Reduction of the carbon monoxide concentration in the
on-board fuel processor’s hydrogen-rich gas by the preferential
oxidizer under dynamic conditions is crucial to avoid poisoning
of the PEM fuel cell’s anode catalyst and thus malfunction of
the fuel-cell vehicle. Artificial neural networks have advantages
over conventional control schemes in controlling complex non-
linear systems, which are subject to a wide range of operating
conditions and fast transients. In particular, this research has
demonstrated that a hybrid controller that contains both a
PID and a CMAC performs better than popular conventional
controllers in minimizing the outlet CO concentration and
hydrogen consumption for a fuel-cell vehicle’s preferential
oxidation reactor. The PID functions in a feedback capacity
to minimize the instantaneous error between the actual and
desired hydrogen conversion across the PrOx by modifying
the current air injection command. The CMAC functions in
a feedforward capacity to learn and predict the proper air
injection command, which minimizes the hydrogen conversion
error in the future. Inputs and parameters for the two control
elements can be chosen from both empirical observations of
performance and theoretical predictions of proper inputs or
parameter values.

Because the negative consequences of allowing too much
carbon monoxide to enter the fuel cell anode are great, fuel-cell
vehicle designers should consider using a PrOx controller such
as the neural network-based hybrid configuration proposed
in this paper. For PrOx systems that have long feedback
measurement delays, are subjected to severe inlet transients,
and are expected to change over time, a learning, feedforward
element such as the CMAC could prove especially valuable.
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